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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we describe a multi-depth camera system for 3D 
video contents generation. We combine five video cameras 
and five TOF depth cameras to capture a scene in real time. 
By taking advantages of both active and passive sensor based 
depth acquisition methods, we can estimate multi-view depth 
sequences accurately. After performing several steps of 
preprocessing, the depth sequences are warped to the 
corresponding video camera positions and used as initial 
depth values for refinement. By applying the stereo matching 
method, we can improve multi-view depth sequences. 
Intermediate view image sequences are then synthesized 
using both the multi-view color and depth sequences.  
 
Keywords: Depth generation, 3D video, TOF camera, 
Depth camera, Multi-view video 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the first television (TV) broadcasting started in 1930s, a 
variety of technologies related to broadcasting such as image 
capturing and processing, data compression, communications, 
and display device manufacturing have been steadily studied 
and realized. As these technologies have been developed, the 
demand for multimedia services which can provide more 
immersive and realistic sense also has rapidly increased. The 
multi-view image or multi-view video is considered as the 
strongest candidate to satisfy this demand. 

The multi-view video is a set of image sequences of the 
same scene captured by more than two cameras. We can 
select and change viewpoints within the available range, and 
then obtain images from multiple viewpoints. In addition, we 
can generate images representing depth information of the 
scene and also images at intermediate viewpoints. In recent 
years, much research for applications using the multi-view  
image such as free viewpoint TV (FTV) and three-
dimensional TV (3DTV) has actively progressed [1-2]. 

There are a variety of methods to obtain depth 
information of a scene. Generally, they can be divided into 
two major categories. One is based on passive methods and 
the other is based on active methods. Among the passive 
methods, stereo matching is the most popular one which is 
widely used [3]. Although it is widely used in the fields, some 
difficult problems have been remained such as occlusion. 
   The most popular active method is time-of-flight (TOF) 
range sensor to obtain the depth information of the scene in 

real time. The principle of depth acquisition of TOF is based 
on measuring the arriving time of emitted infrared signal from 
the sensor. However, TOF has several problems to overcome 
such as low spatial resolution and noisy acquisition 
depending on the capturing environment. 
   There is research on a system that combines a TOF depth 
camera and video cameras [4-7]. In these approaches, they 
can take the advantages and discard the disadvantages of 
passive and active methods. The depth information from the 
passive method can be enhanced by using the depth obtained 
from the active method. 

In this paper, we introduce a multi-depth camera system 
that has multiple video cameras and multiple depth cameras. 
They are arranged in two rows with parallel type. The 
captured color and depth image sequences with 30fps are 
preprocessed to increase the inter-view correlation and the 
computational accuracy. The preprocessed depth image 
sequences are then warped to the corresponding video 
cameras and used as initial depth values for stereo matching. 
After depth estimation, we obtain the 3D video that is 
composed of the multi-view color image sequences and the 
corresponding multi-view depth sequences. With this 3D 
video, we can reconstruct the intermediate view image 
sequences and watch the 3D scene through multi-view 
display devices. 
 

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
 
In the proposed system, we combine five video cameras and 
five depth cameras as shown in Fig. 1. The video camera 
model we use is Basler Pylon GigE [8] that can provide up to 
HD resolution. The depth camera model is Swiss Ranger 
SR4000 [9] that uses the TOF depth sensor. Two different 
kinds of cameras are mounted on a camera frame. There are 
two rows to amount the cameras, and they can hold and shift 
both types of the cameras. The fundamental setup is that the 
first row has five video cameras and the second row has five 
depth cameras. These two rows also move to the upper and 
lower sides. The specification of the camera frame is shown 
in Table 1. 

For capturing a sequence simultaneously, we connect the 
video cameras to the PC for storing through a synchronizer 
CA-1000 by National Instrument [10]. To synchronize the 
depth cameras, we modified the software development kit 
(SDK) provided by Swiss Ranger [9] for synchronized 
capturing. However, there is no instrument for 
synchronization of two different types of cameras. Thus, 



video capturing and depth capturing are respectively started 
with a small time difference. 
 

Table 1: Specification of the camera frame 
Width 120cm 
Height 50cm to 160cm 
Min. distance between 
two adjacent cameras 

Horizontal direction: 6.5cm 
Vertical direction: 4cm 

 

 
Fig. 1: The proposed multi-depth camera system 

 
3. DESCRIPTION OF MODULES 

 
In this section, we explain several principal modules for 3D 
video generation using the proposed multi-depth camera 
system. Figure 2 shows the whole procedure to obtain the 3D 
video. 
 
3.1 Data Acquisition 
 
We can acquire not only the multi-view video sequence but 
also its corresponding multi-view depth video sequence by 
using the proposed camera system. Five video cameras 
capture a scene with 30fps. The maximum resolution is HD 
and the lower resolutions are available by setting the ROI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

from the original HD resolution images. Figure 3(a) is the 
captured five images by the video cameras. 

Five depth cameras also obtain the 3D information of the 
same scene with 30fps. These depth cameras have two types 
of output images which are depth and intensity images. The 
depth image represents the 3D information of the scene and 
the intensity image is considered as the grey images of the 
scene. Despite the depth camera has a small output resolution 
of QCIF, we can acquire the 3D information of the scene in 
real time. Figure 3(b) shows the depth image and the intensity 
image of the scene. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Captured images by the proposed camera system 
 
However, one problem of the depth camera is that 

simultaneous capturing is allowed up to three cameras. It is 
the problem of modulation frequencies. To avoid interference 
among radiated signals, each SR4000 uses different 
modulation frequencies. Since they support three different 
frequencies, we can simultaneously operate up to three 
cameras. Figure 3(c) shows the operating multi-depth camera 
system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 2: Procedure of the proposed system 
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3.2 Preprocessing 
 
Captured color and depth video sequences require several 
preprocessing steps to obtain metric information and to 
correct the mechanical defects. In this subsection, we briefly 
introduce each preprocessing step. 
 
3.2.1 Radial Distortion Correction for Depth Images 
 
Depth images captured by SR4000 have a large amount of 
lens radial distortion. There are two types lens distortion 
which are barrel distortion and pincushion distortion. In this 
case, the barrel distortion is occurred by the intrinsic problem 
of the depth camera. This distortion causes not only the shape 
mismatch between the color image and the corresponding 
depth image but also the errors in the results of some feature 
point based processing such as camera calibration. 

In order to avoid that situation, we have to perform radial 
distortion correction to the obtained depth images. In general, 
there are two main categories of radial distortion correction. 
Methods in the first category use the point correspondences 
between two or more views. The second category also has 
lots of approaches which are based on the distorted straight 
line components in the image. 

In the proposed multi-depth camera system, we use one of 
the second approaches to correct the radial distortion in the 
depth images [11]. After finding the curved straight line 
component in the captured image, we estimate the distortion 
center and the distortion parameter. With the distortion 
information, we can reconstruct the image from the distorted 
image. Figure 4 shows the depth and intensity images before 
and after the correction. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Results of radial distortion correction 

 
3.2.2 Camera Calibration 
 
Camera calibration is the process to extract metric 
information of the camera from captured images. To calibrate 
multiple cameras relatively, we need several images of a 
planar check-patterned board from each camera. Then, by 
extracting a number of regular feature points from each image 
with the real distance between the neighboring two points, we 
can find the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters [12]. 

In our approach, we execute camera calibration of the 
depth cameras after radial distortion correction. Because the 
radial distortion interferes the extraction of feature points, the 
depth images we use are the corrected images. We employ the 
Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB provided by 
Caltech [13]. For camera calibration, we captured 11 planar 
check-patterned board images for each camera. As shown in 
Fig. 5, the board has 81 small squares and the distance 
between two adjacent points is 90mm. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Check-patterned board images 

 
3.2.3 Multi-view Image Rectification 
 
To capture the multi-view video and multi-view depth video 
to generate the 3D video, our proposed camera system has the 
video cameras and depth cameras on one-dimensional parallel 
arrays. However, the cameras are manually mounted on the 
camera frame. Therefore, there exist geometric errors that 
mean the non-ideal parallel camera arrangement. These errors 
are represented as the vertical pixel mismatches and the 
irregular horizontal disparities between the inter-view 
corresponding points as shown in Fig. 6(a). 

The geometric errors in the multi-view image are 
obstacles to processing time and accuracy in 3D video 
generation and application. Also, they deteriorate not only the 
correlation among views but also the visual quality of the 3D 
video. Thus, it is essential to minimize the geometric errors in 
the multi-view image [14]. 

Multi-view image rectification is the transformation to 
minimize the geometric errors in the multi-view image. Based 
on the original camera parameters of each camera, we 
estimate the new camera parameters which have the same 
intrinsic characteristics and the smallest geometric errors. By 
using these two sets of camera parameters of each camera, we 
compute the rectifying transformations and then apply them 
to the original images. As depicted in Fig. 6(b), rectified 
multi-view image has the same vertical coordinates and 
regular disparities between the corresponding points. All 
intrinsic parameters have the same characteristics after 
rectification [15]. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Results of multi-view image rectification 
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3.3 Multi-view Depth Map Generation 
 
In this subsection, we introduce how to generate the multi-
view depth map using the preprocessed data. Basically, the 
final depth maps are generated by using stereo matching. 
However, we can obtain an initial value for stereo matching 
from the captured depth information. Then the final depth 
map for each view is produced after the refinement. 
 
3.3.1 Initial Depth Value Generation 
 
For the accurate stereo matching, we can use the initial 
disparity values. We regard depth information obtained by the 
depth cameras as the initial disparity of multi-view image. In 
order to match the depth images that have the different 
resolution compared to the color images and captured by 
lower position than the video camera, we backproject the 
depth images to the world coordinates using 3D warping. 

Then, the depth information in the 3D space is reprojected 
onto each image plane of the video camera. This reprojected 
depth information is changed to the form of disparity by using 
Eq. 1. 

Figure 11(a) shows the original depth image and the 
warped depth image. The warped depth image has the same 
resolution as the color image. The warped depth image and 
the color image are almost matched as shown in Fig. 11(b). 
Because not only there is shape mismatch between the 
original depth image and the color image, but also the 
resolution difference is too large. 
 

 
Fig. 11: Depth image warping 

 
3.3.2 Multi-view Depth Estimation 
 

In the proposed system, we obtain the depth map of each 
view based on the initial depth information that is from the 
depth cameras. After applying the mean-shift color 
segmentation to color images, the initial depth of each pixel is 
represented as initial disparity value using Eq. 1. At this point, 
we use the baseline and focal length of video cameras. Also, 
we assumed that each segment has one disparity value that is 
the average. Then, the disparity map of each view is obtained 
based on segments with their disparity values that minimize 
the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between the current and 
reference segments. 

In order to increase the quality of the initial disparity map, 
we refine that using belief propagation method. Figure 12 
shows the generated 3D video that is composed of the multi-
view color and multi-view depth sequences. 

 

 
Fig. 12: Generated 3D video 

 
3.4 Intermediate View Reconstruction 
 
With the generated multi-view disparity or depth map, we can 
reconstruct intermediate view images between two 
neighboring views. These intermediate view images are 
considered as images that are captured by the virtual cameras. 
They can decrease the disparity between the two adjacent 
views, which helps users to feel the 3D sense. Because the 
excessive disparity makes user’s eyes exhaust and causes 
flickering at the viewpoint change. 

In order to reconstruct the intermediate viewpoint images, 
the generated disparity or depth images are used. We set the 
viewpoint we reconstruct, and then obtain two projected 
images from the left and right adjacent original images. By 
blending two images according to the distance, we can 
reconstruct the intermediate viewpoint images as shown in 
Fig. 13. 
 

 
Fig. 13: Intermediate view reconstruction 

 
3.5 3D Display 
 
The generated multi-view video sequence can be displayed at 
various types of 3D display. For stereoscopic displays, 
adjacent two views are selected and displayed with one 
viewpoint. In the case of multi-view displays, there is a built-
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in viewpoint limitation. For example, 9-view monitors have 
nine input video sequences. Users also can be provided nine 
viewpoints, and feel a 3D sense within the viewpoints. Figure 
14 shows the multi-view displays showing the multi-view 
sequences. 
 

 
Fig. 14: Multi-view 3D displays 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we introduced a multi-depth camera system for 
3D video generation. The proposed camera system captures 
the multi-view video and the depth image sequences in real 
time by using five video cameras and five TOF depth cameras. 
The proposed system has an advantage on fast and accurate 
multi-view depth sequence generation. With the generated 3D 
video, we can reconstruct intermediate viewpoint images and 
feel a 3D sense from them through multi-view displays. 
However, the modulation frequency problem that limits the 
number of simultaneous working depth camera is still 
remained. The resolution difference between the color and 
depth images is also difficult to solve. In the future, we would 
like to improve each module in detail with hope that the 
mechanical problems are solved. 
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